INVESTING IN OUR COMMUNITY WITH EVERY DEGREE

ANNUAL REPORT 2019
Our mission at College Visions is to empower low-income and first-generation college-bound students to realize the promise of higher education by providing advising, and resources to promote college enrollment, persistence, and graduation. College Visions advances equal access to educational opportunities in historically underserved communities.
Thanks to generous friends like you, College Visions is providing 500 young people with the support they need to succeed and they are paying back that investment! 320 CV alums are working as educators, lawyers, nurses, social workers, architects, designers, and financial analysts while they also serve our communities on non-profit boards and as volunteers. Your generosity allows young people to invest in themselves and give back in ways that make our communities stronger.

This year is one of reflection for me. My own daughter is applying to college. She’s my baby and I am not ready. But I am also so proud to see this talented young woman go out into the world. Her college journey is one filled with opportunities and choices and I am so thankful to be able to support her in this journey.

My own experience was very different and much more like the young people I work with at CV. College was a dream for me, but instead of making that dream a reality, many of the adults in my life made it seem unattainable. Our CV students share some of the same stories. I am saddened that some young people in our schools still hear what I was told back in the day "you aren’t college material, that’s not for you." I earned my degree (eventually three degrees) against the odds. It was a struggle and there were many times when I wondered if I would succeed.

At CV, we ease the path for first-generation students like myself, so we can make a difference in that young person’s life. But, we also have a bigger goal. No CV student says I just want the degree for myself. CV students say, I want to get my degree and then I want to help my young siblings, my cousins, my own children, and my community. A degree is an achievement that ripples out from an individual and improves the world we all share. Thank you for investing in CV!

Respectfully,
Nick Figueroa
Executive Director
College Visions
"CV is making the college process less stressful. My advisor has been so supportive. She has helped me plan and edit my college essay and make a list of schools with my major that give good financial aid!

“As a first-generation student, I know I need to stay really focused on my academic and career goals and getting the proper support will help me do that. I want to be the first in my family to break the cycle and earn a degree. I know that being college-bound is more than wanting to go; it requires becoming my best self.”
CV students believe that education can change their lives, but the challenges they face often seem insurmountable. From both students and research studies, we know that when parents haven’t gone to college, friends aren’t going, and the people around you don’t think you are “college material,” it’s a big leap of faith to think you can go to college and succeed.

Serving 65 students, the CAP seeks out students who have the highest need for information and support as they apply to college. The Program empowers the next generation of Rhode Island’s leaders by guiding them and their families through the college admissions process, consistently promoting financial literacy, and equipping each student with the resources they need to earn a degree.

**Beating the odds:**

100% of CAP students earn a high school diploma compared with 75% of Providence high school students.

98% of CAP students enroll in college immediately after high school graduation compared with 49% of Providence high school graduates.

100% of CV students complete the FAFSA, an essential part of college financing for low-income students compared with 69% of Providence 12th graders.
"CV played a huge part in helping me get to college and succeed and provides me with mentorship for ongoing issues and questions that I have as a first-generation college student. My CV advisor told me about an opportunity for an internship at Senator Jack Reed’s office and encouraged me to apply. I now have a paid internship, which is a huge step for a political science major and can open so many doors for me after I graduate. I am so thankful to have people who support and encourage me!

"Being a first-generation college student to me means breaking generational curses. It means being able to have a better future, which my mother risked her life for me to have. It means being able to have mobility and financial security for my whole family"
Michaelle Larracuente  
Dean of Students, Achievement First Mayoral Academy  
Northeastern University, Class of 2011  
Bachelor of Science in Psychology

What was an obstacle that you had to overcome during the college application process and how did CV help?  
“Something I found challenging was my college essay. I found it very difficult to think of a topic or to be satisfied with the ideas I was generating. Ultimately, I lacked confidence and I had a fixed mindset about my own capabilities. My CV advisor supported me to trust my voice. He provided examples of other essays and supported me through many drafts.”

What did you value about your CV experience?  
“The most amazing part of being apart of CV was the family aspect. I felt so fortunate to have not only the financial support with waivers, but the emotional support. I witnessed my peers struggling with gaining access to what I learned to be common knowledge about college in general, navigating the experience, and finding the space that felt right for your next stage in life. My CV advisor was so thoughtful about how to affirm our wildest dreams and marry them to our realities. He always reminded us that we need a clear plan with not just a goal but the strategic steps to achieve it.”

What does it mean to you to be a first-generation college graduate?  
“It means everything. My parents had always narrated their hopes and dreams for me and my siblings. I felt a tremendous amount of pressure as the oldest. I felt that if I didn’t succeed I would bring shame to my family. I also felt a pressure to not move too far for fear of not being able to support if needed. I know that I can truly be and do anything I want if I’m willing to just dare to fly! I know what I was able to do has inspired my siblings and put me in a position as a professional to compete with my peers in today’s world.”

Why do you give to CV?  
“I give because I believe in the work. It is wild how much the program has grown. More and more young people feel underwhelmed with the educational opportunities in front of them. There are so many talented young people who deserve their shot to explore their potential. CV makes that possible. I would like to see CV serve even more young people.”

What would you say to fellow donors who are giving to CV and continuing to make this resource possible for the next generation of college graduates?  
“Whether you are an alumni or a traditional donor, I say, let’s find ways to provide support and investment in multiple way!”

What motivated you to work in education? What does it mean to you to be an educator of color?  
“At first, I was convinced teaching wasn’t a good enough career. Little did I know I would become a Teacher of the Year 2019 for my district. When I look back, I suppose being the eldest of 6, having volunteered on over 19 service trips domestically and internationally made me love helping others grow and develop. I seek to support a variety of needs. There is no more leaving our brown and black students behind academically.”
Low-income and first-generation students face obstacles that impact their college decisions. They lack access to essential resources and key knowledge that would allow them to navigate a system designed without them in mind. CV provides the mentorship, information, and resources that help first-gen students succeed in college.

The CSP supports 335 students as they persist through and graduate from college. CV provides interventions such as individualized 1-on-1 advising, financial aid coaching, transfer support and access to workshops that cover topics such as networking, finding internships, employment during and after college, and adjusting to college life.

Access to resources makes the difference:

- **94%** of CV students return for the 2nd year of college compared with 67% of Providence Public Schools graduates.
- **98%** of CV students renew the FAFSA on time to ensure continued financial aid.
- **67%** of CV students graduate within 6 years compared with 21% of low-income, first-gen students nationally and 38% of low-income Rhode Island students.

With the support of generous CV donors, in FY19 we distributed $15,578 in funds to CSP students for expenses including textbooks, eyeglasses, groceries, transportation, housing deposits, and tuition.
By 2020, 71% of Rhode Island jobs will require post-secondary education, but currently only 46% of RI workers have attained that level of education. RI has the biggest post-secondary attainment gap in New England with particularly low rates for Latinx (20%), Black (31%), Native American (23%), and Southeast Asian (30%) workers. Over 15 years, CV has demonstrated that with information, resources, and support, low-income, first-generation students, most of whom are students of color, can successfully enroll in college, persist, and earn degrees. A cumulative 67% of CV students have earned a degree within 6 years of college enrollment, and in our most recent 6-year cohort, an exceptional 82% earned degrees!

CV builds strong mentorships with students and innovates to continually strengthen our program and outcomes. In the next 3 years, we will achieve the following goals:

- **75%** of CV students graduate within 6 years.
- **95%** of CV students persist to the 2nd year of college.
- **80%** of CV students attending a 2-year college, transfer to a 4-year college.
- **70%** of CV students will engage in workforce readiness training.
State leaders, business leaders, educators, families, and students all agree that education is the best path to financial stability and strong communities. In order to support more young people to achieve the goal of earning a degree, CV will grow the number of students we serve as we also expand our services to better prepare young people for college and post-college life:

- Pilot one or more new College Access Program cohorts at an expanded central site or satellite.
- Provide College Access students with workplace soft skills and College Success students with meaningful internships or work experiences.
- Reach more high school and college students by expanding the CV model through partnerships with other institutions.
- Expand CV’s community leadership as the recognized advocate for policies and practices that enable college access and success for low-income, first-generation and historically underserved students.
College Visions, in collaboration with the Providence Public schools, offered an intensive four-week college and career readiness summer program for Providence high school students in 2019. The Summer Program introduced students to the college admissions process and more in order to boost academic and interpersonal skills while preventing summer academic attrition.

Serving 100 rising 9th through 12th graders, the Summer Program was an opportunity to expand the number of students CV works with and to catch students earlier in their high school careers in order to support them to make actionable college and career plans.

"The best thing about the program was being able to get life advice from people who have already gone through it and lived it."

"The most important thing that I learned is what it's like to be in college. In the program, they taught us what's required to get into college and they motivated us to go and achieve our goals."

"The most important thing that I have learned was my resume. I felt as though I learned a lot I will be able to use that resume to apply for jobs."
In 2019, CV College Access Program Director Tina Meetran created a comprehensive, Rhode Island-specific guide to advising undocumented high school students. Many undocumented students come to the U.S. when they are young and they consider this country their home. They plan their lives here and set goals for personal growth and success, and for many students that involves college. However, undocumented students face substantial barriers to higher education due to their legal status. These barriers include but are not limited to financial limitations, lack of available scholarships for non-citizen students, and uncertainty of the future as they seek citizenship or permanent resident status.

The guide is designed to inform and support advisors, counselors, teachers, and educators about how to best advise undocumented students through the college application process. College Visions seeks to provide every student with equitable access to resources, academic support, and higher education regardless of their background and circumstances.

To read and download a free copy of the guide, visit: www.collegevisions.org/undocguide
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FINANCIALS, FISCAL YEAR 2019

Revenue: $742,894.22

Foundation & Government Grants
$557,062.58

Fee for Service
$73,000.17

Events
$8,678.97

Business & Corporate Sponsors
$18,000.00

Individual Giving
$80,176.01

Interest Income
$5,977.00

Expenses: $685,677.45

Personnel
$564,842.22

Professional Development
$4,758.99

Communications
$16,586.09

Occupancy Expenses
$20,789.30

Materials & Supplies
$3,225.49

Travel
$5,656.83

Program Expenses
$28,248.66

Special Events
$7,896.42

Consultants/Contracted Services
$29,263.33

Insurance
$4,410.00
## INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION

### Foundation & Corporate Donors
- Angell Foundation
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Barrett Family Foundation
- Bhikhaji Maneckji Fund
- Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhode Island
- Blue State Coffee
- Bruce J. Heim Foundation
- The Carter Fund
- Champlin Foundation
- Charles and Nancy Dunn Family Fund
- City of Providence, Community Development Block Grant
- CVS Health
- Frederick C. Tanner Memorial Fund
- The Frieda Mueller Fund
- H.T. Ewald Foundation
- Harry M., Miriam C. & William C. Horton Fund, Bank of America, N.A. Trustee
- Hasbro
- June Rockwell Levy Foundation
- Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, Bank of America, N.A. Trustee
- Lyman B. Brainerd Family Foundation
- MetLife
- National College Access Network
- Nordson Corporation Foundation
- Otto H. York Foundation
- Pawtucket Red Sox Baseball Club Inc.
- Peter and Elizabeth C. Tower Foundation
- Pro Change Behavior Systems, Inc.
- Providence College
- Providence Shelter for Colored Children
- Rallis Conover Fund
- Rhode Island Foundation
- Robinson Mountain Trust
- Rockland Trust
- The Sidney E. Frank Foundation
- Simple Pleasures
- Southwest Airlines
- Stranahan Foundation
- TriMix Foundation
- Walmart

### Individual Donors

#### Gifts of $5,000+
- Anonymous
- Thomas & Alix Moffat

#### Gifts of $1,000 to $4,499
- Anonymous
- Michael Brosterman
- Howard & Nancy Chudacoff
- Joel Cohen & Andrea Toon
- Jack & Sara McConnell
- Debora Obalil & Jim Olick
- Russell & Carla Ricci
- Jack Richter & Cassandra Stafford-Richter
- Timothy & Emily Spurrell
- Rafal A. Zapata

#### Gifts of $500 to $999
- Kolajo A. Afolabi
- Yetunde Flicker
- Michael Fournier & David Liddle
- Moira Hinderer
- Bill and Ann Hinderer
- Jennifer Hosmer
- Heather Hudson
- Tim Monroe & Cheryl Nixon
- Sandy & Mary Moore
- Simon Moore
- Rebecca Murray
- Stephanie Ogden Preston & Shane Preston
- Kim Perry
- Mercedes Quevedo
- Joanne Rich
- Clay Rockefeller & Manya Rubinstein
- Paula & Jeremy Sager
- Joan Sorensen
- Jack & Fran Steele
- Scott & Sally Stevenson
- Cindy Umanzor
- Emmanuel Ventura-Urena
- Jennifer Wood & Bob Lee

#### Gifts of $250 to $499
- Oyinlade Ayandele
- José Batista
- Catherine Bennett
- Andrew Bramson
- Carrie Bridges
- Jessica Brown
- Elizabeth Burke Bryant & Daniel Bryant
- Nancy Carriuolo
- Mini Choi & Sebastian Ruth
- Shontay Delalue
- Marc & Susan Greenfield
- Jill Harrington
- Ryan Hathaway & Jason Showalter
- David Hawkins
- Paul Hirst
- Kelsey Johnson
- Rebecca LeBeau
- Benjamin Ledsham
- Jael Lopes
- Ivette Luna
- Marguerite & Wells Pile
- Grant Porter
- Janice & James Prochaska
- Angela Romans
- Luisa Shapiro
- Phoebe Salten & Merrill Weingrod
- Cicily Shaw
- Susan Smulyan
- Michael Stein & Hester Kaplan
- Nakia Thomas
- Barbara Vincent
- Joshua Wynn & Danika Severino Wynn
- Lauren Zurier

#### Gifts of $100 to $249
- Anthony Affigne
- Clarice Anderes & Jack Willis
- Leslie Anderson
- Mikaila Arthur
- Carl & Kathy Baer
- Bill & Diane Barrett
- Robert Bedick
- Deborah Bone
- Jeffrey & Jessica Brier
- Gretchen Brion-Meisels
- Elizabeth A. Carter
- Jill & Bill Caskey
- Bill & Debbie Catone
- Keith Catone & Dulari Tahbildar
- Nicole Clement
- Kathryn Crewe Kelly
- Andrew Croll
- Mary Dalton & Bob Ameen
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Mona & Corsino Delgado
David Varone & Sixcia Devine
Deena Disraelly
Sara Dorsch
Jenn & Rich Dunn
John Eng-Wong
Mary-Beth Fafard
Jason Fickel
Daniel Finer
Diana Fishman & Ryan Adams
Jim Gannaway
Geoff Gibson
Robert Glew & Jessica Omeara Glew
Levern Granger
Ebony Grisom
Ginger & John Harkey
Anela Helms
Marc & Hedwige Hiralien
Peter Hocking
Mary Hollinshead
Rose Honey
Andrew Horwitz & Alexandra Callam
Barbara Hurst
Bernice Ines
Audie & Bill Jennings
Edgar Jesus Urueta
Chad Kampe
Geraldine Killilea
Brian & Lorraine Lalli
Richard & Karen Lambe
Ariel Lame & Kevin Mercik
Leslie Lampe Long
Sarah Roskam Leibel & John Caserta
Sarah London
Anthony Markey
Sabina Matos-Ward
Pat McGauran & Ken Richmond
Kira Mead
Michael Middleleer & Ellen Welty
Caroline Molloy-Calia
Alice Moore
Bevin Murphy
Monephia Nembhard
Katy Nowiszewski
William Obalil
Elizabeth Ochs
Katrina Ole-MoiYoi
Adelita Orefice
Linda Palmateer
Caroline Payson
Rachel Peterson
Claire Phipps
Ellen Polansky
Henry Rodriguez
Joshua Rodriguez
Daniel Rodriguez & Susan Rohwer
Bill & Sandi Rosen
Marcia Russell
Vina Saengdara
David Salvatore
Daniel Schleifer & Johanna Walzak
Lucie Searle
Peggy & Henry Sharpe
Aliana Soto
Chris Soto
Todd & Justyne St. Onge
Ralph Tavares, Jr.
Dominique Taylor
Ann Tran
Joseph & Brownsyne Tucker Edmonds
Catherine Tyler
Camilo Umanzor
Cruz & Carol Umanzor
Theodore Waechter
Skyler Ng
Mary B. Wall
Jennie Weiner
Ellen Welty
Camille Williams & Gurpreet Singh
Imeh Williams
Eрин Wright-Gandhi
Myrth York & David B. Green
David Ziff
Gifts of $50 to $100
Afua Akoto
Mary Grace Almandarez
Justin Andrews
Kate Aubin
Anne Aycock
Terry Banks
Emma Barinas-Mitchell
Alvaro Beltrán
Liat Berdugo
Sarah Bowman & Alexis Thompson
Kelley Buhles
Cara Camacho
Willa Campbell
April Champion
Mary & John Cloud
Benjamin Concepcion
Mike & Kelly DeAngelis
Patrick Donaldson
Shawn Dunaway
Michael Dunkle
Gail & Joseph Edmonds
Wendy Edwards
Daniel Egan
Bev Ehrich
Joshua Ellison
Michelle Fontes-Barros & Victor Barros
Kevin Gallagher
Kathy Gendron
Cynthia M. Gifford
Liza Glatzer
Maritza Gomez
Abel Hernandez
Jane Hesser
Jill Holloway
Susannah Holloway
Jessica Hopkins
Katherine Hrbst
Philip Huerta
Rachel Hulin
Pam Jennings
David C-H Johnston
Michelle Kalinski
Nina Keough
Shannah Kurland
Lisa Laforest
Nirva Lafortune
Cindy Larned
Dan Lewis & Jan Fleischner
Sven Liden
Mayra Lopez
Alexis Lynch
Kevin Martins
Robin McGill
Deb Mills-Scofield
Annika Moltz
Donald Monroe
LaTanya Monteiro
Patricia Moore
Bonnie Moran
K. Mosley-Lintott
Kat Murray
Opeyemi Onamuye
Bophal Khiev
Andrew Perifá
Abraham Pinales
Robert Proaccianti
Al & Ileana Pulu
Rosa Ramos
Hillary Reser
Adriana Reyna
Elizabeth Roberts
Juan Rodriguez
Gleyribel Rodriguez
Jack Rusley & Ericka Blauch
Noreen Sandino
Aron Shafran
Susan Shay
Sandra & Wayne Showalter
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Grace Snell
Mindy Souvannalay a
Mary & Jay Steinberg
Emmanuel Sterling
Betsy Sullivan
Emma Chung Ming
Theda Tann a
Sharina Taveras Lopez a
Jill Teeters
Carlos Then a
Monay McNeil a
Michelle Veras
T Tonya White k
Joy Williams
Joan Wolfe
Tammie Worthington-Witczak
Ginny Yang k
Anthony Zelaya-Umanzor
Seth & Tonya Zimring k
Gifts up to $49
Charity Barros
Pamela Acosta a
Summer Allen & Max Greene
Karen Allen Baxter
Oluwaseun Aniashun a
Angela Ankoma
Mary E. Annarella
Melissa Antonelli k
Mark Arnold
Beanie Bee
Deb Behles k
Devin Bento
Alex Bernadin k
Rosanny Bourdierd
Anibal Bourdierd Jr.
Monique Breindel
Jugg Brown
Greg Bruno
Elaine Budish
Helen Burke
Marissa Carlson k
Laura Cooke
Michael Czaplicki
Suzanne Da Silva Jerzyk
Kathy Dalton
Doris De Los Santos
Christopher DePettrillo
Rodney Derogene
Pádraig Donworth
Maria Duarte Quezada
Susanne Duggan-Ball
Helen Dukes
Mick Dunn
Michelle Ea a
Brian Eagan
Okechuku Enyia
Ted Famiglitti
Solanchi Fernandez
Sarita Fernandez a
Maribeth Ford
Cynthia Fredricks
Asia Garcia
Elizabeth Gelber k
Sherri Geller
Emily Gonzalez
John Greene
Ruth Gutman
Cara Hayes k
Joel Hernandez k
Tyrene Jones a
Walter Kikuchi
Andrew Koziol
Timothy Kuhn
Rochelle Lee
Perri Leviss
Rachel Levy k
Kyle Malesra
Andrea Martiesian & Phil Doughty
Onelissa Martinez a
Vincent & Josephine Marzullo
Marilyn Matzko
Caisa McClinton
Tina Meetran a
Yuselly Mendoza a
Laritza Menjivar
Bithja Meus
Zack Mezera
Marcus Mitchell
Erica Mitchell
Rebecca Morales
Kathleen Murphy-Shiffman k
Austen Needleman
Linda & Charles Newton
Viet Nguyen
Sara O’Cain
Erin O’Neill Mott k
Kerri Obstein k
Tunde Oduyingbo
Dayo Owoyemi
Kevin Pajaro a
Jeremy & Molly Pearl k
Chris Perry
Becca Pollock k
Chanravy Proeung
Zoila Quezada
Jae Rice
Nancy Riley
Kathy Rock
Andrea Rojas
Claudia Santiago
Beth Schuyler
J. Scott Wolf
Supreeti Sharma
Niamh Sheehan
Spencer Sherman
Daniel Siebert
Mariely Siravo
Shirley A. Spater Freedman
Danny Tao
Albelis Tejada
Mollie Thomas k
Talia Triangolo
Arthur Urbano
Debbie Van Marter
Jessica Vanwormer
Jenelle Vincent
Eliza Vorenberg & Barnaby Jackson
Janice Weisfeld & Francis Haines
Colin Winchester
Beth Wiser
Tara Wisnewski k
Chanda Womack
Isabelle Yisak
Jason Yoon
Elizabeth Zimmerman

"Your support helps to transform the futures of first-generation students. You provide access to guidance and support that would otherwise be absent during the application process and college years. The pathway to obtaining a higher education should not be a challenge, yet it is, and your help makes this process more attainable. You are helping students like me accomplish their dreams.”

- Ashley Rodriguez Lantigua, Holy Cross ’23

a Denotes Alumni Donors
k Denotes a gift in memory of Kolajo Paul Afolabi
Being a first-generation college student gives me hope for my future and the future of my family.

- Ariel Troncoso, Rhode Island College '22